
In a lyric collection of profound beauty and grief, 
This Is How the Bone Sings by W. Todd Kaneko carries the 

pulse of ancient lament through the boneyards of war 
and unspeakable trauma. Kaneko’s powerful songs of 

ancestral fatherhood illuminate the haunting melancholia 
of exile and internment: “When I dream, I see an open 
meadow / from my father’s living room / windows, the 

house drained of color / except for the dissolve of night, 
/ a splash of fire, an angel’s mane / untamed for the first 

time / since suffering a gash of spurs.” The graceful poems 
hover in the air like elusive promises of hope overshad-

owed by heartache, loss, and betrayal persisting long after 
a time of war: “We believe not in ghosts but in flowers, 
/ in the shape of a blossom that appears / every spring 

and whispers that word / our family uses in the place of 
ghosts.” In a world at once beautiful and grotesque, the 
poet must “hew an orchard out of the night” as a space 

of survival. This Is How the Bone Sings reminds us to share 
our tales of generational trauma and topography—

shaping our individual and collective memories—in place 
of forgotten histories. —KAREN AN-HWEI LEE, 

Author of Phyla of Joy and The Maze of Transparencies

The best books about history are those that are also about 
the future. W. Todd Kaneko’s marvelous This is How 

the Bone Sings is more than a mere song—it is a singing 
across time and distance. In lyrics both personal and 

political, Kaneko composes a score that spans four gener-
ations, connecting his grandparents, who were prisoners 
in the unfathomable Minidoka concentration camps, to 

his young son and this unfathomable era in which he was 
born. One of the many things I love about this book is 



Kaneko’s willingness to ask big questions: what lessons 
about the present can we learn from the past? What is 

the inheritance of trauma? Can anything not be repeated? 
Ultimately, though, it is the craft of these poems that con-
verts the experiences of history into the experience of art. 

This is a must read. —DEAN RADER, 
Author of Self Portrait as Wikipedia Entry

To enter this book is to enter an orchard alive with 
memory’s beasts. To read This Is How the Bone Sings is 
to witness how a poet at the height of his powers can 

alchemize history’s violence into lyric and myth. W. Todd 
Kaneko’s gutting and transformative collection begins 
in Minidoka, the site of his family’s incarceration, and 

travels far beyond it: to lands where ogres roam, where 
witches wander midnight trees, where a grandmother’s 

ghost haunts an arrow-shadowed house. As yonsei 
(fourth generation Japanese American) poets, we wonder 
often—to ourselves, to each other—how to respond to 

our children’s “carnivorous question”: Where is Minidoka? 
Minidoka: site of survival and confinement, the place 

where our country practiced “how to kill people / without 
killing them,” the desert prison where “our families 

learned to be beasts.” Minidoka: our collective night-
mare, our ghosts’ shared dream. This Is How the Bone Sings 
returns me to the deep ancestral howl crying out from our 

communal histories; it also returns me to my humanity.
—BRYNN SAITO, Author of Power Made Us Swoon



In Kaneko’s highly-anticipated This Is How the Bone Sings, 
we are introduced to characters mythical and marvelous 
in landscapes where “…hands can be stealthy, lovesick 

foxes or tiny owls who doubt the night.” These are much-
needed poems of unapologetic tenderness and talent—in 

other words, this collection does the near-impossible: 
it points us towards love even if what we know of this 

world doesn’t. —AIMEE NEZHUKUMATATHIL, 
Author of Oceanic and Lucky Fish 

What does it mean to be safe in America? In This Is 
How the Bone Sings, W. Todd Kaneko explores the legacy 

of concentration camps in the United States and how 
memory is carried forward. Brilliant and inventive in its 
use of form, Kaneko weaves in haikus as sentences and 

haibun as reading comprehension quizzes. Reaching into 
myth and ancestry, these poems pull out rich narratives 

and lyricism, where even in the most brutal pasts, horses 
whisper truths and a boy is born of a peach. Kaneko 
interrogates a nation with its own language and with 
places it has almost erased. This book knows how to 

sing—to America, not its expected script, but the anthems 
of its history; and to a son, lessons on how to bring back 

the dead with stories, with a fading map, with birds.
—TRACI BRIMHALL, Author of Come the Slumberless 

to the Land of Nod
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the birds know what they mean

The birds say, Minidoka—
what I mean is that the juniper
is full of life in December,

hardy sparrows, oblivious
to stories about birds
who lose their tongues.

They mean that we can remain
invisible, as if a ragged tree
could be an icebox,
as if it could hold every bird

in America. A man can speak
about history, as if orchards
have never been tangled

in barbed wire, as if a man’s family
could never be packed up, delivered
to a concentration camp in Idaho.

I say, Minidoka—
what the birds mean is that
there is no such thing
as safety, barely shelter.
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minidoka was a concentration camp in idaho

I am afraid that all my ancestors 
have gathered my words like birds

collect hair from the dead
for nesting, an abundance of silence,

whole spools of it ready to tether
me to the trees. I am a new father,

too young for ghost stories, too fresh
to remember what it was like to shiver

out on the prairie. I see my own breath,
sometimes when my son cries

at night. He doesn’t have to describe
those things he fears in the dark

because my grandmother told me
the world will never be safe for us

when she refused to say the name
of that place we come from. Minidoka,

I say to him and my ancestors lay
fingers across my lips. Do not be ashamed

because we are alive, because the birds
will one day pluck us clean.
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american sentences

During World War II, my father was imprisoned in America.

Seattle is far from Michigan, my father from my newborn son.

My father was a child back in that nowhere we call Minidoka.

Minidoka is a Dakota Sioux word meaning “spring of water.”

My grandparents were captives too, animals stranded in the 
badlands.

Some call it relocation, internment; we just call it Idaho.

Before that, they lived in a little house near Seattle’s Chinatown.

My Ji-chan worked all day, new gardens sprouting from beneath 
his huge thumbs.

My Ji-chan worked all night, night watchman pounding a beat 
through Chinatown.

My Ba-chan went to business college, kept books for Japanese 
grocers.

My father wasn’t yet old enough to understand Minidoka.

Minidoka: family word meaning plume of dust, dirt in our 
mouths.

When the war broke, the soldiers shipped them all to the 
Assembly Center.

There, thousands of people waited on their way to the 
internment camps.

A sad irony: the Assembly Center was called Camp Harmony.
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For months, they huddled in chicken coops, wept like piglets, 
slept like horses.

Camp Harmony was built at what is now the Washington State 
fairgrounds.

A sad irony: my father took me to the Washington State fair.

We fed the cows, then ate hamburgers on a bench just outside 
the barn.

He never explained how different the world looks from inside 
the cage.

Minidoka: that feeling in the animals’ guts before slaughter.

When I take my son to the petting zoo, we do not talk about 
camp.

When I say camp, I mean Minidoka, where we lived without 
bodies.

I mean Minidoka, where our bodies lived without us inside 
them.

I was not at Minidoka, but I was bequeathed a piece at birth.

When we say sad irony, we mean Minidoka, still inside us.

I am shingle and tar paper, the sky’s dry breath, at Minidoka.

I am barbed wire and fence post and coyote howl, at Minidoka.

I am the crow’s bleak song, the National Anthem, at Minidoka.

My son is these things too, or will be when he learns of Minidoka.

After the war, my Ji-chan gave up the garden for a new death 
grip.
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He broke birds by the neck, Minidoka in his hands until he died.

After he died, my Ba-chan lived in the darkest house in the city.

Neither of them ever talked to me about what Minidoka means.

After the war, my father carved out poems about Minidoka.

Poems about the cold desert, about how animals cry at night.

We never talked about what Minidoka means, but we have 
poems.

My father no longer survives with me on Earth, but we have 
poems.

Here in Michigan, my son will one day ask what Minidoka means.

One day, we will try to gather what Minidoka means together.

Together, our fingers might not be able to contain all of it.
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when we talk about camp

We don’t say anything, just hold it in
our mouths like dirty water. We tell stories
to fill the stillness, like that yarn about
the rooster who kills every creature in the forest
so he can weep over the grave of his red hen.
There are songs we sing at funerals that sound
more like animal noises than expressions of grief.
There are words we gulp down like air.

My father makes a pot of coffee in the morning
and explains that the hillside wants to plunge
his house into Puget Sound, confesses
that he does not remember which movies
he has not yet seen. When I look at photos of
my grandfather’s shadow, I ask about the snail
shell nailed to the tree in front of the house.
There isn’t much to say, he says. It’s there.
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they say this is how the ogres were invented

My grandfather was not always twisted
by memories of camp. His body
contained so many stories he could not tell
from flesh or marrow. They say this is why
the ogres cry, how the sparrow lost
its tongue in the Idaho scrub.

I once sat at the kitchen table drawing
superheroes—men cloaked in bats, men
with secret powers drawn from the sun.
The only Japanese word I knew
was grandfather. Ji-chan, I said—

tell me a story. There are so many
legends about where we come from.
They say this is how the ogres died,
how the witch was bound in barbed wire.

My grandfather told me about that child
sprung from the peach’s heart to invade
the ogres’ houses for easy plunder.

I put my crayons down and asked
where the ogres lived.


